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The Authenticity of Faith: An Acting Analysis of The Apostle 

     There is a scene early on in Robert Duvall’s film The Apostle where the main character 

Sonny, a charismatic preacher, is leading a tent revival with several other pastors, and the whole 

congregation is going wild. People are shouting praise to God, proclaiming “Holy Ghost power”. 

A pastor jingles a chain of keys loudly while proclaiming how Jesus took the “keys to the 

kingdom” from the devil. One woman gets up from her seat and takes the microphone, 

screaming again for the Holy Ghost. After the service, one pastor needs to walk around outside 

the tent to regain his composure after his spiritual “high”. The viewer may watch this scene for 

the first time and wonder many things: what Duvall’s intention is, what the scene is supposed to 

mean, and what the actors’ intentions are. The scene provokes even more thoughts, however, 

when the viewer realizes that in this scene, the pastors and churchgoers are not actors. They are 

genuinely experiencing the presence of God in that tent. And because of these moments in the 

film where religion is portrayed authentically, particularly in the acting, The Apostle becomes a 

truly authentic film about faith. 

     The aforementioned scene is but one example of what appear to be improvised moments in 

the film. In the very first scene, Sonny (as a child) visits a charismatic, African-American church 

where it seems less like the congregation is working from a script and more like they are simply 

letting the Spirit lead, as the pastor proclaims the Gospel of Jesus. Following the tent revival 

scene, the audience watches Sonny speak at several other revivals to several ethnically different 

congregations. The film is not progressing in terms of its plot, but it is giving the audience a 

glimpse of Sonny’s ministry and his personality. After Sonny finds himself running away from 



the law, nearly every conversation he has with other characters (played by professional actors or 

not) seems to be spontaneous: perhaps the actors know what they need to say, but the exact 

matter in which they say it is very natural. The entire film feels this way, the actors 

communicating with each other as if every single scene was improvised. 

     Because this consistency in the acting is somewhat unconventional by most films, this aspect 

of The Apostle can at first be unsettling to the viewer. But on the other hand, if the viewer 

considers it, this style of acting may seem the only natural way to go about directing actors in the 

film. Every performance in The Apostle, from professional actors and nonprofessionals, is very 

realistic, and it creates a deeper sense of realism for the film. The audience may even forget at 

times that these people are (for the most part) just acting. Part of that is because some of the 

characters, such as in the tent scene, were not acting at all, but part of that is also because every 

performance feels so real.  

     Because of this realism, the audience is less likely to feel manipulated. A story like this that 

deals explicitly with Christianity, redemption, and especially the charismatic church is constantly 

at risk of feeling heavy-handed to some viewers. Some viewers may immediately dismiss many 

other films dealing with these issues because they feel preached to, as if the filmmakers are 

simply trying to convert their audiences rather than entertain them as well. But because The 

Apostle feels so realistic, that sense of manipulation is eliminated. The viewer feels as though 

everything happening on-screen is for real. This sense is created in part by the formal style, using 

multiple cameras and limiting angles to create a documentary-like style of realism, but this is due 

in larger part to the realism of the acting. 

     However, even though a large part of the cast consists of real churchgoers and evangelists, 

there are still those such as Duvall, Farrah Fawcett, or Billy Bob Thornton that audiences will 

recognize as professional actors. The realism of the acting may assist the audience’s suspension 

of disbelief, but it is still at risk of failure because of the handful of actors in the film that viewers 



will know. Is this good for the film’s realism? Will this lessen the audience’s suspension of 

disbelief? For some, it might, but in a way, it is a casting decision that makes sense. The 

characters that are portrayed by real actors are the ones that struggle the most with their faith. 

Fawcett’s character disowns Sonny’s intense behavior, Thornton’s character experiences 

conversion after some tension with Sonny, and Sonny himself goes through ups and downs in his 

spiritual life throughout the entire film. The characters played by nonprofessionals, however, are 

those churchgoers that do not experience that struggle. Their faith is what helps motivate Sonny 

to redemption, and so it is very important that those characters feel authentic. The more 

prominent characters, however, are more complex and therefore need the care of a professional 

actor. In this way, even though these actors are familiar faces in a crowd of genuine churchgoers, 

the film does not lose its authenticity. 

     But considering the performances themselves, especially Duvall’s, many viewers might also 

ask whether or not it is too much. Those viewers particularly unfamiliar with the Pentecostal 

church will probably see Duvall’s performance as very exaggerated, maybe even a mockery of 

the religion. Viewers who know the history behind the making of The Apostle, of course, will 

know that Duvall takes his faith very seriously and strived to portray it genuinely in this film. So 

maybe to some viewers, his performance will seem over the top, but that is simply how his faith 

is. That is how he worships, and that is how the extras around him worship. It may be different, 

but it is real. As Sonny says to himself in one scene watching a Catholic priest bless people: 

“You do it your way, I do it mine, but we get it done, don’t we?” 

     This authenticity of portraying faith is what makes The Apostle stand out among many 

“religious” films. By not limiting his cast to what is on the pages of the script, and by mixing his 

cast with professional actors and real churchgoers, Robert Duvall directs a realistic, honest, and 

genuine story of redemption. Perhaps this is the kind of direction that religious filmmakers with 

similar stories should aspire to. 


